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(54) SOUND PROCESSING DEVICE AND METHOD, AND PROGRAM

(57) The present technology relates to a sound
processing device, method and program, in which a
sound field can be more appropriately regenerated.

A microphone array picks up a sound in a sound
pickup space and outputs a sound pickup signal obtained
as a result. A time frequency analysis unit performs time
frequency conversion on the sound pickup signal and
obtains a time frequency spectrum. A direction correction
unit computes a correction angle for correcting a direction

of the microphone array on the basis of correction mode
information, image information or sensor information. A
spatial frequency analysis unit performs spatial frequen-
cy conversion on the time frequency spectrum on the
basis of the correction angle, thereby correcting the sig-
nal obtained by picking up the sound with the microphone
array. The present technology can be applied to a sound
processing device.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present technology relates to a sound processing device, method and program, and, in particular, relates
to a sound processing device, method and program, in which a sound field can be more appropriately regenerated.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Conventionally, a technology, which acquires an omnidirectional image and sound (sound field) and reproduces
contents including this image and sound, has been known.
[0003] As a technology relating to such contents, for example, a technology, which prevents visually induced motion
sickness and loss of spatial intervals due to blurring of an image obtained by an omnidirectional camera by controlling
the image of a wide visual field to smooth the movement of visibility, has been suggested (e.g., see Patent Document 1) .

CITATION LIST

Patent Document

[0004] Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 2015-95802

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0005] Incidentally, when an omnidirectional sound field is recorded by using an annular or spherical microphone
array, the microphone array may be attached to a mobile body which moves, such as a person. In such a case, since
the movement of the mobile body causes rotation and blurring in the direction of the microphone array, the recording
sound field also includes the rotation and blurring.
[0006] Accordingly, as for the recorded contents, for example, in consideration of a reproducing system with which a
viewer can view the contents from a free viewpoint, if rotation and blurring occur in the direction of the microphone array,
the sound field of the contents is rotated regardless of the direction in which the viewer is viewing the contents, and an
appropriate sound field cannot be regenerated. Moreover, the blurring of the sound field may cause sound induced
sickness.
[0007] The present technology has been made in light of such a situation and can regenerate a sound field more
appropriately.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS

[0008] A sound processing device according to one aspect of the present technology includes a correction unit which
corrects a sound pickup signal which is obtained by picking up a sound with a microphone array, on the basis of directional
information indicating a direction of the microphone array.
[0009] The directional information can be information indicating an angle of the direction of the microphone array from
a predetermined reference direction.
[0010] The correction unit can be caused to perform correction of a spatial frequency spectrum which is obtained from
the sound pickup signal, on the basis of the directional information.
[0011] The correction unit can be caused to perform the correction at the time of the spatial frequency conversion on
a time frequency spectrum obtained from the sound pickup signal.
[0012] The correction unit can be caused to perform correction of the angle indicating the direction of the microphone
array in spherical harmonics used for the spatial frequency conversion on the basis of the directional information.
[0013] The correction unit can be caused to perform the correction at the time of spatial frequency inverse conversion
on the spatial frequency spectrum obtained from the sound pickup signal.
[0014] The correction unit can be caused to correct an angle indicating a direction of a speaker array which reproduces
a sound based on the sound pickup signal, in spherical harmonics used for the spatial frequency inverse conversion on
the basis of the directional information.
[0015] The correction unit can be caused to correct the sound pickup signal according to displacement, angular velocity
or acceleration per unit time of the microphone array.
[0016] The microphone array can be an annular microphone array or a spherical microphone array.
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[0017] A sound processing method or program according to one aspect of the present technology includes a step of
correcting a sound pickup signal which is obtained by picking up a sound with a microphone array, on the basis of
directional information indicating a direction of the microphone array.
[0018] According to one aspect of the present technology, a sound pickup signal which is obtained by picking up a
sound with a microphone array, is corrected on the basis of directional information indicating a direction of the microphone
array.

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0019] According to one aspect of the present technology, a sound field can be more appropriately regenerated.
[0020] Note that the effects described herein are not necessarily limited, and any of the effects described in the present
disclosure may be applied.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021]

Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating the present technology.
Fig. 2 is a diagram showing a configuration example of a recording sound field direction controller.
Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating angular information.
Fig. 4 is a diagram illustrating a rotation blurring correction mode.
Fig. 5 is a diagram illustrating a blurring correction mode.
Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating a no-correction mode.
Fig. 7 is a flowchart illustrating sound field regeneration processing.
Fig. 8 is a diagram showing a configuration example of a recording sound field direction controller.
Fig. 9 is a flowchart illustrating sound field regeneration processing.
Fig. 10 is a diagram showing a configuration example of a computer.

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0022] Hereinafter, embodiments, to which the present technology is applied, will be described with reference to the
drawings.

<First Embodiment>

<About Present Technology>

[0023] The present technology records a sound field by a microphone array including a plurality of microphones in a
sound pickup space, and, on the basis of a multichannel sound pickup signal obtained as a result, regenerates the sound
field by a speaker array including a plurality of speakers disposed in a reproduction space.
[0024] Note that the microphone array may be any one as long as the microphone array is configured by arranging a
plurality of microphones, such as an annular microphone array in which a plurality of microphones are annularly disposed,
or a spherical microphone array in which a plurality of microphones are spherically disposed. Similarly, the speaker array
may also be any one as long as the speaker array is configured by arranging a plurality of speakers, such as one in
which a plurality of speakers are annularly disposed, or one in which a plurality of speakers are spherically disposed.
[0025] For example, as indicated by an arrow A11 in Fig. 1, suppose that a sound outputted from a sound source
AS11 is picked up by a microphone array MKA11 disposed and directed in a predetermined reference direction. That
is, suppose that a sound field in a sound pickup space, in which the microphone array MKA11 is disposed, is recorded.
[0026] Then, as indicated by an arrow A12, suppose that a speaker array SPA11 including a plurality of speakers
reproduces the sound in a reproduction space on the basis of a sound pickup signal obtained by picking up the sound
with the microphone array MKA11. That is, suppose that the sound field is regenerated by the speaker array SPA11.
[0027] In this example, a viewer, that is, a user U11 who is a listener of the sound, is positioned at a position surrounded
by each speaker configuring the speaker array SPA11, and the user U11 hears the sound from the sound source AS11
from the right direction of the user U11 at a time of reproducing the sound. Therefore, it can be seen that the sound field
is appropriately regenerated in this example.
[0028] On the other hand, suppose that the microphone array MKA11 picks up a sound outputted from the sound
source AS11 in a state where the microphone array MKA11 is tilted by an angle θ with respect to the aforementioned
reference direction as indicated by an arrow A13.
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[0029] In this case, if the sound is reproduced by the speaker array SPA11 in the reproduction space on the basis of
the sound pickup signal obtained by picking up the sound, the sound field cannot be appropriately regenerated as
indicated by an arrow A14.
[0030] In this example, a sound image of the sound source AS11, which should be originally located at a position
indicated by an arrow B11, is rotationally moved by only the tilt of the microphone array MKA 11, that is, by only the
angle θ, and is located at a position indicated by an arrow B12.
[0031] In such a case where the microphone array MKA11 is rotated from a reference state or in a case where blurring
has occurred in the microphone array MKA11, the rotation and the blurring also occur in the sound field regenerated on
the basis of the sound pickup signal.
[0032] Thereupon, in the present technology, directional information indicating the direction of the microphone array
is used at the time of recording the sound field to correct the rotation and the blurring of the recording sound field.
[0033] This makes it possible to fix the direction of the recording sound field in a certain direction and regenerate the
sound field more appropriately even in a case where the microphone array is rotated or blurred at the time of recording
the sound field.
[0034] For example, as a method of acquiring the directional information indicating the direction of the microphone
array at a time of recording the sound field, a method of providing the microphone array with a gyrosensor or an
acceleration sensor can be considered.
[0035] In addition, for example, a device in which a camera device, which can capture all directions or a partial direction,
and a microphone array are integrated may be used, and the direction of the microphone array may be computed on
the basis of image information obtained by the capturing with the camera device, that is, an image captured.
[0036] Moreover, as a reproducing system of contents including at least sound, a method of regenerating a sound
field of the contents regardless of a viewpoint of a mobile body to which the microphone array is attached, and a method
of regenerating a sound field of the contents from a viewpoint of a mobile body to which the microphone array is attached,
can be considered.
[0037] For example, correction of the direction of the sound field, that is, correction of the aforementioned rotation is
performed in a case where the sound field is regenerated regardless of the viewpoint of the mobile body, and correction
of the direction of the sound field is not performed in a case where the sound field is regenerated from the viewpoint of
the mobile body. Thus, appropriate sound field regeneration can be realized.
[0038] According to the present technology as described above, it is possible to fix the recording sound field in a
certain direction as necessary, regardless of the direction of the microphone array. This makes it possible to regenerate
the sound field more appropriately in the reproducing system with which a viewer can view the recorded contents from
a free viewpoint. Furthermore, according to the present technology, it is also possible to correct the blurring of the sound
field, which is caused by the blurring of the microphone array.

<Configuration Example of Recording Sound Field Direction Controller>

[0039] Next, an embodiment, to which the present technology is applied, will be described with an example of a case
where the present technology is applied to a recording sound field direction controller.
[0040] Fig. 2 is a diagram showing a configuration example of one embodiment of a recording sound field direction
controller to which the present technology is applied.
[0041] A recording sound field direction controller 11 shown in Fig. 2 has a recording device 21 disposed in a sound
pickup space and a reproducing device 22 disposed in a reproduction space.
[0042] The recording device 21 records a sound field in the sound pickup space and supplies a signal obtained as a
result to the reproducing device 22. The reproducing device 22 receives the supply of the signal from the recording
device 21 and regenerates the sound field in the sound pickup space on the basis of the signal.
[0043] The recording device 21 includes a microphone array 31, a time frequency analysis unit 32, a direction correction
unit 33, a spatial frequency analysis unit 34 and a communication unit 35.
[0044] The microphone array 31 includes, for example, an annular microphone array or a spherical microphone array,
picks up a sound in the sound pickup space as contents, and supplies a sound pickup signal, which is a multichannel
sound signal obtained as a result, to the time frequency analysis unit 32.
[0045] The time frequency analysis unit 32 performs time frequency conversion on the sound pickup signal supplied
from the microphone array 31 and supplies a time frequency spectrum obtained as a result to the spatial frequency
analysis unit 34.
[0046] The direction correction unit 33 acquires some or all of correction mode information, microphone disposition
information, image information and sensor information as necessary, and computes a correction angle for correcting a
direction of the recording device 21 on the basis of the acquired information. The direction correction unit 33 supplies
the microphone disposition information and the correction angle to the spatial frequency analysis unit 34.
[0047] Note that the correction mode information is information indicating which mode is designated as a direction
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correction mode which corrects the direction of the recording sound field, that is, the direction of the recording device 21.
[0048] Herein, for example, suppose that there are three types of direction correction modes: a rotation blurring
correction mode; a blurring correction mode; and a no-correction mode.
[0049] The rotation blurring correction mode is a mode which corrects the rotation and blurring of the recording device
21. For example, the rotation blurring correction mode is selected in a case where reproduction of the contents, that is,
regeneration of the sound field is performed while the recording sound field is fixed in a certain direction.
[0050] The blurring correction mode is a mode which corrects only the blurring of the recording device 21. For example,
the blurring correction mode is selected in a case where reproduction of the contents, that is, regeneration of the sound
field is performed from a viewpoint of a mobile body to which the recording device 21 is attached. The no-correction
mode is a mode which does not correct either the rotation or the blurring of the recording device 21.
[0051] Moreover, the microphone disposition information is angular information indicating a predetermined reference
direction of the recording device 21, that is, the microphone array 31.
[0052] This microphone disposition information is, for example, information indicating the direction of the microphone
array 31, more specifically, the direction of each microphone configuring the microphone array 31 at a predetermined
time (hereinafter, also referred to as a reference time), such as a time point of starting the recording of the sound field,
that is, the picking up of the sound by the recording device 21. Therefore, in this case, for example, if the recording
device 21 is remained in a still state at the time of recording the sound field, the direction of each microphone of the
microphone array 31 during the recording remains in the direction indicated by the microphone disposition information.
[0053] Furthermore, the image information is, for example, an image captured by a camera device (not shown) provided
integrally with the microphone array 31 in the recording device 21. The sensor information is, for example, information
indicating the rotation amount (displacement) of the recording device 21, that is, the microphone array 31, which is
obtained by a gyrosensor (not shown) provided integrally with the microphone array 31 in the recording device 21.
[0054] The spatial frequency analysis unit 34 performs spatial frequency conversion on the time frequency spectrum
supplied from the time frequency analysis unit 32 by using the microphone disposition information and the correction
angle supplied from the direction correction unit 33, and supplies a spatial frequency spectrum obtained as a result to
the communication unit 35.
[0055] The communication unit 35 transmits the spatial frequency spectrum supplied from the spatial frequency analysis
unit 34 to the reproducing device 22 with or without wire.
[0056] Meanwhile, the reproducing device 22 includes a communication unit 41, a spatial frequency synthesizing unit
42, a time frequency synthesizing unit 43 and a speaker array 44.
[0057] The communication unit 41 receives the spatial frequency spectrum transmitted from the communication unit
35 of the recording device 21 and supplies the same to the spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42.
[0058] The spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 performs spatial frequency synthesis on the spatial frequency spec-
trum supplied from the communication unit 41 on the basis of speaker disposition information supplied from outside and
supplies a time frequency spectrum obtained as a result to the time frequency synthesizing unit 43.
[0059] Herein, the speaker disposition information is angular information indicating the direction of the speaker array
44, more specifically, the direction of each speaker configuring the speaker array 44.
[0060] The time frequency synthesizing unit 43 performs time frequency synthesis on the time frequency spectrum
supplied from the spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 and supplies, as a speaker driving signal, a time signal obtained
as a result to the speaker array 44.
[0061] The speaker array 44 includes an annular speaker array, a spherical speaker array, or the like, which are
configured with a plurality of speakers, and reproduces the sound on the basis of the speaker driving signal supplied
from the time frequency synthesizing unit 43.
[0062] Subsequently, each part configuring the recording sound field direction controller 11 will be described in more
detail.

(Time Frequency Analysis Unit)

[0063] The time frequency analysis unit 32 performs time frequency conversion on the multichannel sound pickup
signal s (i, nt), which is obtained by picking up sounds with each microphone (hereinafter, also referred to as a microphone
unit) configuring the microphone array 31, by using discrete Fourier transform (DFT) by performing calculation of the
following expression (1) and obtains a time frequency spectrum S (i, ntf).
[Expression 1] 
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[0064] Note that, in the expression (1), i denotes a microphone index for specifying the microphone unit configuring
the microphone array 31, and the microphone index i = 0, 1, 2, ..., I-1. In addition, I denotes the number of microphone
units configuring the microphone array 31, and nt denotes a time index.
[0065] Moreover, in the expression (1), ntf denotes a time frequency index, Mt denotes the number of samples of DFT,
and j denotes a pure imaginary number.
[0066] The time frequency analysis unit 32 supplies the time frequency spectrum S (i, ntf)obtained by the time frequency
conversion to the spatial frequency analysis unit 34.

(Direction Correction Unit)

[0067] The direction correction unit 33 acquires the correction mode information, the microphone disposition informa-
tion, the image information and the sensor information, computes the correction angle for correcting the direction of the
recording device 21, that is, the microphone disposition information on the basis of the acquired information, and supplies
the microphone disposition information and the correction angle to the spatial frequency analysis unit 34.
[0068] For example, each angular information, such as angular information indicating the direction of each microphone
unit of the microphone array 31 indicated by the microphone disposition information, and angular information indicating
the direction of the microphone array 31 at the predetermined time obtained from the image information and sensor
information, is expressed by an azimuth angle and an elevation angle.
[0069] That is, for example, suppose a three-dimensional coordinate system with the origin O as a reference and the
x, y, and z axes as respective axes is considered as shown in Fig. 3.
[0070] Now, a straight line connecting the microphone unit MU11 configuring the predetermined microphone array 31
and the origin O is set as a straight line LN, and a straight line obtained by projecting the straight line LN from the z-axis
direction to the xy plane is set as a straight line LN’.
[0071] At this time, an angle φ formed by the x axis and the straight line LN’ is set as the azimuth angle indicating the
direction of the microphone unit MU11 as seen from the origin O on the xy plane. Moreover, an angle θ formed by the
xy plane and the straight line LN is set as the elevation angle indicating the direction of the microphone unit MU11 as
seen from the origin O on a plane vertical to the xy plane.
[0072] In the following description, the direction of the microphone array 31 at the reference time, that is, the direction
of the microphone array 31 serving as a predetermined reference is set as the reference direction, and each angular
information is expressed by the azimuth angle and the elevation angle from the reference direction. Furthermore, the
reference direction is expressed by an elevation angle θref and an azimuth angle φref and is also written as the reference
direction (θref, φref) hereinafter.
[0073] The microphone disposition information includes information indicating the reference direction of each micro-
phone unit configuring the microphone array 31, that is, the direction of each microphone unit at the reference time.
[0074] More specifically, for example, the information indicating the direction of the microphone unit with the microphone
index i is set as the angle (θi, φi) indicating the relative direction of the microphone unit with respect to the reference
direction (θref, φref) at the reference time. Herein, θi is an elevation angle of the direction of the microphone unit as seen
from the reference direction (θref, φref), and φi is an azimuth angle of the direction of the microphone unit as seen from
the reference direction (θref, φref).
[0075] Therefore, for example, when the x-axis direction is the reference direction (θref, φref) in the example shown in
Fig. 3, the angle (θi, φi) of the microphone unit MU11 is the elevation angle θi = θ and the azimuth angle φi = φ.
[0076] In addition, the direction correction unit 33 obtains a rotation angle (θ, φ) of the microphone array 31 from the
reference direction (θref, φref) at a predetermined time (hereinafter, also referred to as a processing target time), which
is different from the reference time, at the time of recording the sound field on the basis of at least one of the image
information and the sensor information.
[0077] Herein, the rotation angle (θ, φ) is angular information indicating the relative direction of the microphone array
31 with respect to the reference direction (θref, φref) at the processing target time.
[0078] That is, the elevation angle θ constituting the rotation angle (θ, φ) is an elevation angle in the direction of the
microphone array 31 as seen from the reference direction (θref, φref), and the azimuth angle φ constituting the rotation
angle (θ, φ) is an azimuth angle in the direction of the microphone array 31 as seen from the reference direction (θref, φref).
[0079] For example, the direction correction unit 33 acquires, as the image information, an image captured by the
camera device at the processing target time and detects displacement of the microphone array 31, that is, the recording
device 21 from the reference direction by image recognition or the like on the basis of the image information to compute
the rotation angle (θ, φ). In other words, the direction correction unit 33 detects the rotation direction and the rotation
amount of the recording device 21 from the reference direction to compute the rotation angle (θ, φ).
[0080] Moreover, for example, the direction correction unit 33 acquires, as the sensor information, information indicating
the angular velocity outputted by the gyrosensor at the processing target time, that is, the rotation angle per unit time,
and performs integral calculation and the like based on the acquired sensor information as necessary to compute the
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rotation angle (θ, φ).
[0081] Note that, herein, an example, in which the rotation angle (θ, φ) is computed on the basis of the sensor information
obtained from the gyrosensor (angular velocity sensor), has been described. However, besides this, the acceleration
which is the output of the acceleration sensor, that is, the speed change per unit time may be acquired as the sensor
information to compute the rotation angle (θ, φ).
[0082] The rotation angle (θ, φ) obtained as described above is the directional information indicating the angle of the
direction of the microphone array 31 from the reference direction (θref, φref) at the processing target time.
[0083] Furthermore, the direction correction unit 33 computes a correction angle (α, β) for correcting the microphone
disposition information, that is, the angle (θi, φi) of each microphone unit on the basis of the correction mode information
and the rotation angle (θ, φ).
[0084] Herein, α of the correction angle (α, β) is the correction angle of the elevation angle θi of the angle (θi, φi) of
the microphone unit, β of the correction angle (α, β) is the correction angle of the azimuth angle φi of the angle (θi, φi) of
the microphone unit.
[0085] The direction correction unit 33 outputs the correction angle (α, β) thus obtained and the angle (θi, φi) of each
microphone unit, which is the microphone disposition information, to the spatial frequency analysis unit 34.
[0086] For example, in a case where the direction correction mode indicated by the correction mode information is
the rotation blurring correction mode, the direction correction unit 33 sets the rotation angle (θ, φ) directly as the correction
angle (α, β) as shown by the following expression (2) .
[Expression 2] 

[0087] In the expression (2), the rotation angle (θ, φ) is set directly as the correction angle (α, β). This is because the
rotation and blurring of the microphone unit can be corrected by correcting the angle (θi, φi) of the microphone unit by
only the rotation, that is, the correction angle (α, β) of that microphone unit in the spatial frequency analysis unit 34. That
is, this is because the rotation and blurring of the microphone unit included in the time frequency spectrum S (i, ntf) are
corrected, and an appropriate spatial frequency spectrum can be obtained.
[0088] Specifically, for example, suppose that attention is paid to an azimuth angle of a microphone unit MU21 con-
figuring an annular microphone array MKA21 serving as the microphone array 31 as shown in Fig. 4.
[0089] For example, suppose that, as indicated by an arrow A21, a direction indicated by an arrow Q11 is the direction
of the azimuth angle φref of the reference direction (θref, φref), and the direction of the azimuth angle serving as the
reference of the microphone unit MU21 is also the direction indicated by the arrow Q11. In this case, the azimuth angle
φi constituting the angle (θi, φi) of the microphone unit is azimuth angle φi = 0.
[0090] Suppose that the annular microphone array MKA21 rotates as indicated by an arrow A22 from such a state,
and the direction of the azimuth angle of the microphone unit MU21 becomes a direction indicated by an arrow Q12 at
the processing target time. In this example, the direction of the microphone unit MU21 changes by only an angle φ in
the direction of the azimuth angle. This angle φ is the azimuth angle φ constituting the rotation angle (θ, φ).
[0091] Therefore, in this example, the angle φ corresponding to the change in the azimuth angle of the microphone
unit MU21 is set as the correction angle β by the aforementioned expression (2).
[0092] Herein, if the angle after the correction of the angle (θi, φi) of the microphone unit by the correction angle (α,
β) is set as (θi’, φi’), the azimuth angle of the angle (θi’, φi’) of the microphone unit MU21 after the direction correction
becomes φi’ = 0 + φ = φ.
[0093] In the rotation blurring correction mode, the angle indicating the direction of each microphone unit at the process-
ing target time as seen from the reference direction (θref, φref) is set as the angle (θi’, φi’) of the microphone unit after the
correction.
[0094] Meanwhile, in a case where the direction correction mode indicated by the correction mode information is the
blurring correction mode, the direction correction unit 33 detects whether the blurring has occurred in each of the
directions, the azimuth angle direction and the elevation angle direction, for the microphone array 31, that is, for each
microphone unit. For example, the detection of the blurring is performed by determining whether or not the rotation
amount (change amount) of the microphone unit, that is, the recording device 21 per unit time has exceeded a threshold
value representing a predetermined blurring range.
[0095] Specifically, for example, the direction correction unit 33 compares the elevation angle θ constituting the rotation
angle (θ, φ) of the microphone array 31 with a predetermined threshold value θthres and determines that the blurring has
occurred in the elevation angle direction in a case where the following expression (3) is met, that is, in a case where the
rotation amount in the elevation angle direction is less than the threshold value θthres.
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[Expression 3] 

[0096] That is, in a case where the absolute value of the elevation angle θ, which is the rotation angle in the elevation
angle direction of the recording device 21 per unit time computed from the displacement, the angular velocity, the
acceleration or the like per unit time of the recording device 21 obtained from the image information and the sensor
information, is less than the threshold value θthres, the movement of the recording device 21 in the elevation angle
direction is determined as the blurring.
[0097] In a case where it is determined that the blurring has occurred in the elevation angle direction, the direction
correction unit 33 uses the elevation angle θ of the rotation angle (θ, φ) directly as the correction angle α of the elevation
angle of the correction angle (α, β) as shown in the aforementioned expression (2) for the elevation angle direction.
[0098] On the other hand, in a case where it is determined that no blurring has occurred in the elevation angle direction,
the direction correction unit 33 sets the correction angle α of the elevation angle of the correction angle (α, β) as the
correction angle α = 0.
[0099] Moreover, in a case where it is determined that no blurring has occurred in the elevation angle direction, the
direction correction unit 33 updates (corrects) the elevation angle θref of the reference direction (θref, φref) by the following
expression (4).
[Expression 4] 

[0100] Note that the elevation angle θref’ in the expression (4) denotes the elevation angle θref before the update.
Therefore, in the calculation of the expression (4), the elevation angle θ constituting the rotation angle (θ, φ) of the
microphone array 31 is added to the elevation angle θref’ before the update to be a new elevation angle θref after the update.
[0101] This is because, since only the blurring of the microphone array 31 is corrected and the rotation of the microphone
array 31 is not corrected in the blurring correction mode, the blurring cannot be correctly detected when the microphone
array 31 rotates unless the reference direction (θref, φref) is updated.
[0102] For example, in a case where the expression (3) is not met, that is, in a case where |θ| ≥ θthres, the rotation
amount of the microphone array 31 is large so that the movement of the microphone array 31 is regarded as intentional
rotation, not the blurring. In this case, by rotating the reference direction (θref, φref) by only the rotation amount of the
microphone array 31 in synchronization with the rotation of the microphone array 31, the blurring of the microphone
array 31 can be detected from the expression (3) with the new updated reference direction (θref, φref) and the rotation
angle (θ, φ) at a next processing target time.
[0103] Moreover, in a case where the direction correction mode indicated by the correction mode information is the
blurring correction mode, the direction correction unit 33 also obtains the correction angle β of the azimuth angle of the
correction angle (α, β) for the azimuth angle direction, similarly to the elevation angle direction.
[0104] That is, for example, the direction correction unit 33 compares the azimuth angle φ constituting the rotation
angle (θ, φ) of the microphone array 31 with a predetermined threshold value φthres and determines that the blurring has
occurred in the azimuth angle direction in a case where the following expression (5) is met, that is, in a case where the
rotation amount in the azimuth angle direction is less than the threshold value φthres.
[Expression 5] 

[0105] In a case where it is determined that the blurring has occurred in the azimuth angle direction, the direction
correction unit 33 uses the azimuth angle φ of the rotation angle (θ, φ) directly as the correction angle β of the azimuth
angle of the correction angle (α, β) as shown in the aforementioned expression (2) for the azimuth angle direction.
[0106] On the other hand, in a case where it is determined that no blurring has occurred in the azimuth angle direction,
the direction correction unit 33 sets the correction angle β of the azimuth angle of the correction angle (α, β) as the
correction angle β = 0.
[0107] Moreover, in a case where it is determined that no blurring has occurred in the azimuth angle direction, the
direction correction unit 33 updates (corrects) the azimuth angle φref of the reference direction (θref, φref) by the following
expression (6).
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[Expression 6] 

[0108] Note that the azimuth angle φref’ in the expression (6) denotes the azimuth angle φref before the update. Therefore,
in the calculation of the expression (6), the azimuth angle φ constituting the rotation angle (θ, φ) of the microphone array
31 is added to the azimuth angle φref’ before the update to be a new azimuth angle φref after the update.
[0109] Specifically, for example, suppose that attention is paid to an azimuth angle of the microphone unit MU21
configuring the annular microphone array MKA21 serving as the microphone array 31 as shown in Fig. 5. Note that
portions in Fig. 5 corresponding to those in Fig. 4 are denoted by the same reference signs, and the descriptions thereof
will be omitted as appropriate.
[0110] For example, suppose that, as indicated by an arrow A31, a direction indicated by an arrow Q11 is the direction
of the azimuth angle φref of the reference direction (θref, φref), and the direction of the azimuth angle serving as the
reference of the microphone unit MU21 is also the direction indicated by the arrow Q11.
[0111] In addition, suppose that an angle formed by a straight line in the direction indicated by an arrow Q21 and a
straight line in the direction indicated by the arrow Q11 is an angle of a threshold value φthres, and an angle similarly
formed by a straight line in the direction indicated by an arrow Q22 and the straight line in the direction indicated by the
arrow Q11 is the angle of the threshold value φthres.
[0112] In this case, if the direction of the azimuth angle of the microphone unit MU21 at the processing target time is
a direction between the direction indicated by the arrow Q21 and the direction indicated by the arrow Q22, the rotation
amount of the microphone unit MU21 in the azimuth angle direction is sufficiently small, and thus it can be said that the
movement of the microphone unit MU21 is due to blurring.
[0113] For example, suppose that, as indicated by an arrow A32, the direction of the azimuth angle of the microphone
unit MU21 at the processing target time changes by only the angle φ from the reference direction and becomes the
direction indicated by an arrow Q23.
[0114] In this case, the direction indicated by the arrow Q23 is the direction between the direction indicated by the
arrow Q21 and the direction indicated by the arrow Q22, and the aforementioned expression (5) is satisfied. Therefore,
the movement of the microphone unit MU21 in this case is determined as due to blurring, and the correction angle β of
the azimuth angle of the microphone unit MU21 is obtained by the aforementioned expression (2).
[0115] On the other hand, for example, suppose that, as indicated by an arrow A33, the direction of the azimuth angle
of the microphone unit MU21 at the processing target time changes by only the angle φ from the reference direction and
becomes the direction indicated by an arrow Q24.
[0116] In this case, the direction indicated by the arrow Q24 is not the direction between the direction indicated by the
arrow Q21 and the direction indicated by the arrow Q22, and the aforementioned expression (5) is not satisfied. That
is, the microphone unit MU21 has moved in the azimuth angle direction by an angle equal to or greater than the threshold
value φthres.
[0117] Therefore, the movement of the microphone unit MU21 in this case is determined as due to rotation, and the
correction angle β of the azimuth angle of the microphone unit MU21 is set to 0. In this case, the azimuth angle φi’ of
the angle (θi’, φi’) of the microphone unit MU21 after the direction correction is set to remain as φi in the spatial frequency
analysis unit 34.
[0118] Moreover, in this case, the azimuth angle φref of the reference direction (θref, φref) is updated by the aforemen-
tioned expression (6). In this example, since the direction of the azimuth angle φref of the reference direction (θref, φref)
before the update is the direction of the azimuth angle of the microphone unit MU21 before the rotational movement,
that is, the direction indicated by the arrow Q11, the direction of the azimuth angle of the microphone unit MU21 after
the rotational movement, that is, the direction indicated by the arrow Q24 is set as the direction of the azimuth angle φref
after the update.
[0119] Then, the direction indicated by the arrow Q24 is set as the direction of the new azimuth angle φref at the next
processing target time, and the blurring in the azimuth angle direction of the microphone unit MU21 is detected on the
basis of the change amount of the azimuth angle of the microphone unit MU21 from the direction indicated by the arrow
Q24.
[0120] Thus, in the direction correction unit 33, the blurring is independently detected in the azimuth angle direction
and the elevation angle direction, and the correction angle of the microphone unit is obtained.
[0121] Since the correction angle (α, β) is computed on the basis of the result of the blurring detection in the direction
correction unit 33, the spatial frequency spectrum at the time of spatial frequency conversion is corrected in the spatial
frequency analysis unit 34 according to the displacement, the angular velocity, the acceleration and the like per unit time
of the recording device 21, which are obtained from the image information and the sensor information. This correction
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of the spatial frequency spectrum is realized by correcting the angle (θi, φi) of the microphone unit by the correction angle
(α, β).
[0122] Particularly in the blurring correction mode, only the blurring can be corrected by performing the blurring detection
to separate (discriminate) the blurring and the rotation of the recording device 21. This makes it possible to regenerate
the sound field more appropriately.
[0123] Note that the detection of the blurring of the recording device 21, that is, the blurring of the microphone unit is
not limited to the above example and may be performed by any other methods.
[0124] Moreover, for example, in a case where the direction correction mode indicated by the correction mode infor-
mation is the no-correction mode, the direction correction unit 33 sets both the correction angle α of the elevation angle
and the correction angle β of the azimuth angle, which constitute the correction angle (α, β), to 0 as shown by the
following expression (7).
[Expression 7] 

[0125] In this case, the angle (θi, φi) of the microphone unit is directly set as the angle (θi’, φi’) of each microphone unit
after the correction. That is, the angle (θi, φi) of each microphone unit is not corrected in the no-correction mode.
[0126] Specifically, for example, suppose that attention is paid to an azimuth angle of the microphone unit MU21
configuring the annular microphone array MKA21 serving as the microphone array 31 as shown in Fig. 6. Note that
portions in Fig. 6 corresponding to those in Fig. 4 are denoted by the same reference signs, and the descriptions thereof
will be omitted as appropriate.
[0127] For example, suppose that, as indicated by an arrow A41, a direction indicated by an arrow Q11 is the direction
of the azimuth angle φref of the reference direction (θref, φref), and the direction of the azimuth angle serving as the
reference of the microphone unit MU21 is also the direction indicated by the arrow Q11.
[0128] Suppose that the annular microphone array MKA21 rotates from such a state as indicated by an arrow A42,
and the direction of the azimuth angle of the microphone unit MU21 becomes a direction indicated by an arrow Q12 at
the processing target time. In this example, the direction of the microphone unit MU21 changes by only an angle φ in
the direction of the azimuth angle.
[0129] In the no-correction mode, even in a case where the direction of the microphone unit MU21 changes in this
manner, the correction angle (α, β) is set to α = 0 and β = 0, and the correction of the angle (θi, φi) of each microphone
unit is not performed. That is, the angle (θi, φi) of the microphone unit MU21 indicated by the microphone disposition
information is directly set as the angle (θi’, φi’) of each microphone unit after the correction.

(Spatial Frequency Analysis Unit)

[0130] The spatial frequency analysis unit 34 performs spatial frequency conversion on the time frequency spectrum
S (i, ntf) supplied from the time frequency analysis unit 32 by using the microphone disposition information and correction
angle (α, β) supplied from the direction correction unit 33.
[0131] For example, in the spatial frequency conversion, spherical harmonic series expansion is used to convert the
time frequency spectrum S (i, ntf) into the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf). Note that, in the spatial frequency
spectrum SSP (ntf, ngf), ntf denotes a time frequency index, and nsf denotes a spatial frequency index.
[0132] In general, a sound field P on a certain sphere can be expressed as shown in the following expression (8).
[Expression 8] 

[0133] Note that, in the expression (8), Y denotes a spherical harmonic matrix, W denotes a weighting coefficient
according to a sphere radius and the order of the spatial frequency, and B denotes a spatial frequency spectrum. The
calculation of such expression (8) corresponds to spatial frequency inverse conversion.
[0134] Therefore, the spatial frequency spectrum B can be obtained by calculating the following expression (9). The
calculation of this expression (9) corresponds to the spatial frequency conversion.
[Expression 9] 
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[0135] Note that Y+ in the expression (9) denotes a pseudo inverse matrix of the spherical harmonic matrix Y and is
obtained by the following expression (10) with the transposed matrix of the spherical harmonic matrix Y as YT.
[Expression 10] 

[0136] From the above, it can be seen that the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) is obtained from the following
expression (11). The spatial frequency analysis unit 34 calculates the expression (11) to perform the spatial frequency
conversion, thereby obtaining the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) .
[Expression 11] 

[0137] Note that SSP in the expression (11) denotes a vector including each spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf),
and a vector SSP is expressed by the following expression (12). Moreover, S in the expression (11) denotes a vector
including each time frequency spectrum S (i, ntf), and a vector S is expressed by the following expression (13).
[0138] Furthermore, Ymic in the expression (11) denotes a spherical harmonic matrix, and the spherical harmonic
matrix Ymic is expressed by the following expression (14). Further, Ymic

T in the expression (11) denotes a transposed
matrix of the spherical harmonic matrix Ymic.
[0139] Herein, the vector SSP, the vector S and the spherical harmonic matrix Ymic in the expression (11) correspond
to the spatial frequency spectrum B, the sound field P and the spherical harmonic matrix Y in expression (9). In addition,
a weighting coefficient corresponding to the weighting coefficient W shown in the expression (9) is omitted in the ex-
pression (11).
[Expression 12] 

[Expression 13] 

[Expression 14] 
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[0140] Moreover, Nsf in the expression (12) denotes a value determined by the maximum value of the order of the
spherical harmonics described later and is a spatial frequency index 

[0141] Furthermore, Yn
m (θ, φ) in the expression (14) is spherical harmonics expressed by the following expression (15) .

[Expression 15] 

[0142] In the expression (15), n and m denote the orders of the spherical harmonics Yn
m (θ, φ), j denotes a pure

imaginary number, and ω denotes an angular frequency. In addition, the maximum value of the order n, that is, the
maximum order is n = N, and Nsf in the expression (12) is Nsf = (N+1)2.
[0143] Further, θi’ and φi’ in the spherical harmonics of the expression (14) are the elevation angle and the azimuth
angle after the correction by the correction angle (α, β) of the elevation angle θi and azimuth angle φi, which constitute
the angle (θi, φi) of the microphone unit indicated by the microphone disposition information. The angle (θi’, φi’) of the
microphone unit after the direction correction is an angle expressed by the following expression (16).
[Expression 16] 

[0144] As described above, in the spatial frequency analysis unit 34, the angle indicating the direction of the microphone
array 31, more specifically, the angle (θi, φi) of each microphone unit is corrected by the correction angle (α, β) at a time
of the spatial frequency conversion.
[0145] By correcting the angle (θi, φi), which indicates the direction of each microphone unit of the microphone array
31 in the spherical harmonics used for the spatial frequency conversion, by the correction angle (α, β), the spatial
frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) is appropriately corrected. That is, the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) for
regenerating the sound field, in which the rotation and blurring of the microphone array 31 have been corrected, can be
obtained as appropriate.
[0146] When the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) is obtained by the above calculations, the spatial frequency
analysis unit 34 supplies the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) to the spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 through
the communication unit 35 and the communication unit 41.
[0147] Note that a method of obtaining a spatial frequency spectrum by spatial frequency conversion is described in
detail in, for example, "Jerome Daniel, Rozenn Nicol, Sebastien Moreau, "Further Investigations of High Order Ambisonics
and Wavefield Synthesis for Holophonic Sound Imaging," AES 114th Convention, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2003" and
the like.
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(Spatial Frequency Synthesizing Unit)

[0148] The spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 uses the spherical harmonic matrix by an angle indicating the direction
of each speaker configuring the speaker array 44 to perform the spatial frequency inverse conversion on the spatial
frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) obtained in the spatial frequency analysis unit 34 and obtains the time frequency
spectrum. That is, the spatial frequency inverse conversion is performed as spatial frequency synthesis.
[0149] Note that each speaker configuring the speaker array 44 is also referred to as a speaker unit hereinafter. Herein,
the number of speaker units configuring the speaker array 44 is set as the number of speaker units L, and a speaker
unit index indicating each speaker unit is set as l. In this case, the speaker unit index l = 0, 1, ..., L-1.
[0150] Suppose that the speaker disposition information currently supplied from outside to the spatial frequency syn-
thesizing unit 42 is an angle (ξl, ψl) indicating the direction of each speaker unit indicated by the speaker unit index 1.
[0151] Herein, ξl and ψl constituting the angle (ξι, ψl) of the speaker unit are angles which indicate an elevation angle
and an azimuth angle of the speaker unit, corresponding to the aforementioned elevation angle θi and azimuth angle φi,
respectively, and are angles from a predetermined reference direction.
[0152] The spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 calculates the following expression (17) on the basis of the spherical
harmonics Yn

m (ξl, ψl) obtained for the angle (ξι, ψl) indicating the direction of the speaker unit indicated by the speaker
unit index 1, and the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) to perform the spatial frequency inverse conversion and
obtains a time frequency spectrum D (l, ntf).
[Expression 17] 

[0153] Note that D in the expression (17) denotes a vector including each time frequency spectrum D (l, ntf), and a
vector D is expressed by the following expression (18). Moreover, SSP in the expression (17) denotes a vector including
each spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf), and the vector SSP is expressed by the following expression (19).
[0154] Furthermore, YSP in the expression (17) denotes the spherical harmonic matrix including each spherical har-
monic Yn

m (ξl, ψl), and the spherical harmonic matrix YSP is expressed by the following expression (20).
[Expression 18] 

[Expression 19]

[Expression 20] 
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[0155] The spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 supplies the time frequency spectrum D (l, ntf) thus obtained to the
time frequency synthesizing unit 43.

(Time Frequency Synthesizing Unit)

[0156] By calculating the following expression (21), the time frequency synthesizing unit 43 performs time frequency
synthesis using inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) on the time frequency spectrum D (l, ntf) supplied from the
spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 and computes a speaker driving signal d (l, nd) which is a time signal.
[Expression 21] 

[0157] Note that, in the expression (21), nd denotes a time index, and Mdt denotes the number of samples of the IDFT.
Also in the expression (21), j denotes a pure imaginary number.
[0158] The time frequency synthesizing unit 43 supplies the speaker driving signal d (l, nd) thus obtained to each
speaker unit configuring the speaker array 44 to reproduce the sound.

<Description of Sound Field Regeneration Processing>

[0159] Next, the operation of the recording sound field direction controller 11 will be described. When instructed to
record and regenerate the sound field, the recording sound field direction controller 11 performs sound field regeneration
processing to regenerate, in the reproduction space, the sound field in the sound pickup space. Hereinafter, the sound
field regeneration processing by the recording sound field direction controller 11 will be described with reference to a
flowchart in Fig. 7.
[0160] In step S11, the microphone array 31 picks up the sound of the contents in the sound pickup space and supplies
the multichannel sound pickup signal s (i, nt) obtained as a result to the time frequency analysis unit 32.
[0161] In step S12, the time frequency analysis unit 32 analyzes the time frequency information of the sound pickup
signal s (i, nt) supplied from the microphone array 31.
[0162] Specifically, the time frequency analysis unit 32 performs the time frequency conversion on the sound pickup
signal s (i, nt) and supplies the time frequency spectrum S (i, ntf) obtained as a result to the spatial frequency analysis
unit 34. For example, the aforementioned calculation of the expression (1) is performed in step S12.
[0163] In step S13, the direction correction unit 33 determines whether or not the rotation blurring correction mode is
in effect. That is, the direction correction unit 33 acquires the correction mode information from outside and determines
whether or not the direction correction mode indicated by the acquired correction mode information is the rotation blurring
correction mode.
[0164] In a case where the rotation blurring correction mode is determined in step S13, the direction correction unit
33 computes the correction angle (α, β) in step S14.
[0165] Specifically, the direction correction unit 33 acquires at least one of the image information and the sensor
information and obtains the rotation angle (θ, φ) of the microphone array 31 on the basis of the acquired information.
Then, the direction correction unit 33 sets the obtained rotation angle (θ, φ) directly as the correction angle (α, β).
Moreover, the direction correction unit 33 acquires the microphone disposition information including the angle (θi, φi) of
each microphone unit and supplies the acquired microphone disposition information and the obtained correction angle
(α, β) to the spatial frequency analysis unit 34, and the processing proceeds to step S19.
[0166] On the other hand, in a case where the rotation blurring correction is not determined in step S13, the direction
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correction unit 33 determines in step S15 whether or not the direction correction mode indicated by the correction mode
information is the blurring correction mode.
[0167] In a case where the blurring correction mode is determined in step S15, the direction correction unit 33 acquires
at least one of the image information and the sensor information and detects the blurring of the recording device 21,
that is, the microphone array 31 on the basis of the acquired information in step S16.
[0168] For example, the direction correction unit 33 obtains the rotation angle (θ, φ) per unit time on the basis of at
least one of the image information and the sensor information and detects the blurring for both the elevation angle and
the azimuth angle from the aforementioned expressions (3) and (5) .
[0169] In step S17, the direction correction unit 33 computes the correction angles (α, β) according to the results of
the blurring detection in step S16.
[0170] Specifically, the direction correction unit 33 sets the elevation angle θ of the rotation angle (θ, φ) directly as the
correction angle α of the elevation angle of the correction angle (α, β) in a case where the expression (3) is met and the
blurring in the elevation angle direction is detected, and sets the correction angle α to 0 in a case where the blurring in
the elevation angle direction is not detected.
[0171] Moreover, the direction correction unit 33 sets the azimuth angle φ of the rotation angle (θ, φ) directly as the
correction angle β of the azimuth angle of the correction angle (α, β) in a case where the expression (5) is met and the
blurring in the azimuth angle direction is detected, and sets the correction angle β to 0 in a case where the blurring in
the azimuth angle direction is not detected.
[0172] In step S18, the direction correction unit 33 updates the reference direction (θref, φref) according to the results
of the blurring detection.
[0173] That is, the direction correction unit 33 updates the elevation angle θref by the aforementioned expression (4)
in a case where the blurring in the elevation angle direction is detected, and does not update the elevation angle θref in
a case where the blurring in the elevation angle direction is not detected. Similarly, the direction correction unit 33 updates
the azimuth angle φref by the aforementioned expression (6) in a case where the blurring in the azimuth angle direction
is detected, and does not update the azimuth angle φref in a case where the blurring in the azimuth angle direction is
not detected.
[0174] When the reference direction (θref, φref) is thus updated, the direction correction unit 33 acquires the microphone
disposition information and supplies the acquired microphone disposition information and the obtained correction angle
(α, β) to the spatial frequency analysis unit 34, and the processing proceeds to step S19.
[0175] Furthermore, in a case where the blurring correction mode is not determined in step S15, that is, in a case
where the direction correction mode indicated by the correction mode information is the no-correction mode, the direction
correction unit 33 sets each angle of the correction angle (α, β) to 0 as shown in the expression (7).
[0176] Then, the direction correction unit 33 acquires the microphone disposition information and supplies the acquired
microphone disposition information and the correction angle (α, β) to the spatial frequency analysis unit 34, and the
processing proceeds to step S19.
[0177] In a case where the processing of step S14 or step S18 is performed or the blurring correction mode is not
determined in step S15, the spatial frequency analysis unit 34 performs the spatial frequency conversion in step S19.
[0178] Specifically, the spatial frequency analysis unit 34 performs the spatial frequency conversion by calculating the
aforementioned expression (11) on the basis of the microphone disposition information and correction angle (α, β)
supplied from the direction correction unit 33 and the time frequency spectrum S (i, ntf) supplied from the time frequency
analysis unit 32.
[0179] The spatial frequency analysis unit 34 supplies the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) obtained by the
spatial frequency conversion to the communication unit 35.
[0180] In step S20, the communication unit 35 transmits the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) supplied from
the spatial frequency analysis unit 34.
[0181] In step S21, the communication unit 41 receives the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) transmitted by
the communication unit 35 and supplies the same to the spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42.
[0182] In step S22, the spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 calculates the aforementioned expression (17) on the
basis of the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) supplied from the communication unit 41 and the speaker disposition
information supplied from outside and performs the spatial frequency inverse conversion. The spatial frequency synthe-
sizing unit 42 supplies the time frequency spectrum D (l, ntf) obtained by the spatial frequency inverse conversion to the
time frequency synthesizing unit 43.
[0183] In step S23, the time frequency synthesizing unit 43 calculates the aforementioned expression (21) to perform
the time frequency synthesis on the time frequency spectrum D (1, ntf)supplied from the spatial frequency synthesizing
unit 42 and computes the speaker driving signal d (l, nd).
[0184] The time frequency synthesizing unit 43 supplies the obtained speaker driving signal d (1, nd) to each speaker
unit configuring the speaker array 44.
[0185] In step S24, the speaker array 44 reproduces the sound on the basis of the speaker driving signal d (1, nd)
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supplied from the time frequency synthesizing unit 43. As a result, the sound of the contents, that is, the sound field in
the sound pickup space is regenerated.
[0186] When the sound field in the sound pickup space is regenerated in the reproduction space in this manner, the
sound field regeneration processing ends.
[0187] As described above, the recording sound field direction controller 11 computes the correction angle (α, β)
according to the direction correction mode and computes the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) by using the angle
of each microphone unit, which has been corrected on the basis of the correction angle (α, β) at the time of the spatial
frequency conversion.
[0188] In this manner, even in a case where the microphone array 31 is rotated or blurred at the time of recording the
sound field, the direction of the recording sound field can be fixed in a certain direction as necessary, and the sound
field can be regenerated more appropriately.

<Second Embodiment>

<Configuration Example of Recording Sound Field Direction Controller>

[0189] Note that an example, in which the direction of the recording sound field, that is, the rotation and the blurring
is corrected by correcting the angle of the microphone unit at the time of the spatial frequency conversion, has been
described above. However, the present technology is not limited to this, and the direction of the recording sound field
may be corrected by correcting the angle (direction) of the speaker unit at the time of the spatial frequency inverse
conversion.
[0190] In such a case, a recording sound field direction controller 11 is configured, for example, as shown in Fig. 8.
Note that portions in Fig. 8 corresponding to those in Fig. 2 are denoted by the same reference signs, and the descriptions
thereof will be omitted as appropriate.
[0191] The configuration of the recording sound field direction controller 11 shown in Fig. 8 is different from the
configuration of the recording sound field direction controller 11 shown in Fig. 2 in that a direction correction unit 33 is
provided in a reproducing device 22. For other parts, the recording sound field direction controller shown in Fig. 8 has
the same configuration as the recording sound field direction controller 11 shown in Fig 2.
[0192] That is, in the recording sound field direction controller 11 shown in Fig. 8, a recording device 21 has a microphone
array 31, a time frequency analysis unit 32, a spatial frequency analysis unit 34 and a communication unit 35. In addition,
the reproducing device 22 has a communication unit 41, the direction correction unit 33, a spatial frequency synthesizing
unit 42, a time frequency synthesizing unit 43 and a speaker array 44.
[0193] In this example, similarly to the example shown in Fig. 2, the direction correction unit 33 acquires correction
mode information, image information and sensor information to compute a correction angle (α, β) and supplies the
obtained correction angle (α, β) to the spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42.
[0194] In this case, the correction angle (α, β) is an angle for correcting an angle (ξι, ψl) indicating the direction of
each speaker unit indicated by speaker disposition information.
[0195] Note that the image information and the sensor information may be transmitted/received between the recording
device 21 and the reproducing device 22 by the communication unit 35 and the communication unit 41 and supplied to
the direction correction unit 33, or may be acquired by the direction correction unit 33 with other methods.
[0196] In a case where the correction of the angle (direction) is performed with the correction angle (α, β) in the
reproducing device 22 in this manner, the spatial frequency analysis unit 34 acquires microphone disposition information
from outside. Then, the spatial frequency analysis unit 34 performs spatial frequency conversion by calculating the
aforementioned expression (11) on the basis of the acquired microphone disposition information and a time frequency
spectrum S (i, ntf) supplied from the time frequency analysis unit 32.
[0197] However, in this case, the spatial frequency analysis unit 34 performs calculation of the expression (11) by
using the spherical harmonic matrix Ymic shown in the following expression (22), which is obtained from the angle (θi,
φi) of the microphone unit indicated by the microphone disposition information.
[Expression 22] 
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[0198] That is, in the spatial frequency analysis unit 34, the calculation of the spatial frequency conversion is performed
without performing the correction of the angle (θi, φi) of the microphone unit.
[0199] Moreover, in the spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42, the calculation of the following expression (23) is
performed on the basis of the correction angle (α, β) supplied from the direction correction unit 33, and an angle (ξl, ψl)
indicating the direction of each speaker unit indicated by the speaker disposition information is corrected.
[Expression 23] 

[0200] Note that ξl’ and ψl’ in the expression (23) are angles which are obtained by correcting the angle (ξι, ψl) with
the correction angle (α, β) and indicate the direction of each speaker unit after the direction correction. That is, the
elevation angle ξl’ is obtained by correcting the elevation angle ξl with the correction angle α, and the azimuth angle ψl’
is obtained by correcting the azimuth angle ψl with the correction angle β.
[0201] When the angles (ξl’, ψl’) of the speaker units after the direction correction are obtained in this manner, the
spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 calculates the aforementioned expression (17) by using the spherical harmonic
matrix YSP shown in the following expression (24), which is obtained from these angles (ξl’, ψl’), and performs spatial
frequency inverse conversion. That is, the spatial frequency inverse conversion is performed by using the spherical
harmonic matrix YSP including the spherical harmonics obtained by the angles (ξl’, ψl’) of the speaker units after the
direction correction.
[Expression 24] 

[0202] As described above, in the spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42, the angle indicating the direction of the
speaker array 44, more specifically, the angle (ξl, ψl) of each speaker unit is corrected with the correction angle (α, β)
at the time of the spatial frequency inverse conversion.
[0203] By correcting the angle (ξι, ψl) indicating the direction of each speaker unit of the speaker array 44 in the
spherical harmonics used in the spatial frequency inverse conversion with the correction angle (α, β), the spatial frequency
spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) is appropriately corrected. That is, the time frequency spectrum D (l, ntf) for regenerating the
sound field, in which the rotation and the blurring of the microphone array 31 have been corrected as appropriate, can
be obtained by the spatial frequency inverse conversion.
[0204] As described above, in the recording sound field direction controller 11 shown in Fig. 8, the angle (direction)
of the speaker unit, not the microphone unit, is corrected to regenerate the sound field.
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<Description of Sound Field Regeneration Processing>

[0205] Next, the sound field regeneration processing performed by the recording sound field direction controller 11
shown in Fig. 8 will be described with reference to a flowchart in Fig. 9.
[0206] Note that processings in steps S51 and S52 are similar to the processings in steps S11 and S12 in Fig. 7 so
that descriptions thereof will be omitted.
[0207] In step S53, the spatial frequency analysis unit 34 performs the spatial frequency conversion and supplies the
spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) obtained as a result to the communication unit 35.
[0208] Specifically, the spatial frequency analysis unit 34 acquires the microphone disposition information and calcu-
lates the expression (11) on the basis of the spherical harmonic matrix Ymic shown in the expression (22) obtained from
that microphone disposition information, and the time frequency spectrum S (i, ntf) supplied from the time frequency
analysis unit 32 to perform the spatial frequency conversion.
[0209] When the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) is obtained by the spatial frequency conversion, the process-
ings in steps S54 and S55 are performed thereafter, and the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) is supplied to the
spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42. Note that processings in steps S54 and S55 are similar to the processings in
steps S20 and S21 in Fig. 7 so that descriptions thereof will be omitted.
[0210] Moreover, when the processing in step S55 is performed, processings in steps S56 to S61 are performed
thereafter, and the correction angle (α, β) for correcting the angle (ξl, ψl) of each speaker unit of the speaker array 44
is computed. Note that these processings in steps S56 to S61 are similar to the processings in steps S13 to S18 in Fig.
7 so that descriptions thereof will be omitted.
[0211] When the correction angle (α, β) is obtained by performing the processings in steps S56 to S61, the direction
correction unit 33 supplies the obtained correction angle (α, β) to the spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42, and the
processing proceeds to step S62 thereafter.
[0212] In step S62, the spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 acquires the speaker disposition information and performs
the spatial frequency inverse conversion on the basis of the acquired speaker disposition information, the correction
angle (α, β) supplied from the direction correction unit 33, and the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) supplied from
the communication unit 41.
[0213] Specifically, the spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 calculates the expression (23) on the basis of the speaker
disposition information and the correction angle (α, β) and obtains the spherical harmonic matrix YSP shown in the
expression (24). Moreover, the spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 calculates the expression (17) on the basis of the
obtained spherical harmonic matrix YSP and the spatial frequency spectrum SSP (ntf, nsf) and computes the time frequency
spectrum D (l, ntf).
[0214] The spatial frequency synthesizing unit 42 supplies the time frequency spectrum D (l, ntf) obtained by the spatial
frequency inverse conversion to the time frequency synthesizing unit 43.
[0215] Thereupon, the processings in steps S63 and S64 are performed thereafter, and the sound field regeneration
processing ends. These processings are similar to the processings in steps S23 and S24 in Fig. 7 so that descriptions
thereof will be omitted.
[0216] As described above, the recording sound field direction controller 11 computes the correction angle (α, β)
according to the direction correction mode and computes the time frequency spectrum D (l, ntf) by using the angle of
each speaker unit, which has been corrected on the basis of the correction angle (α, β) at the time of the spatial frequency
inverse conversion.
[0217] In this manner, even in a case where the microphone array 31 is rotated or blurred at the time of recording the
sound field, the direction of the recording sound field can be fixed in a certain direction as necessary, and the sound
field can be regenerated more appropriately.
[0218] Note that, although an annular microphone array and a spherical microphone array have been described above
as an example of the microphone array 31, a linear microphone array may also be used as the microphone array 31.
Even in such a case, the sound field can be regenerated by processings similar to the processings described above.
[0219] Moreover, the speaker array 44 is also not limited to an annular speaker array or a spherical speaker array
and may be any one such as a linear speaker array.
[0220] Incidentally, the series of processings described above can be executed by hardware or can be executed by
software. In a case where the series of processings is executed by the software, a program configuring the software is
installed in a computer. Herein, the computer includes a computer incorporated into dedicated hardware and, for example,
a general-purpose computer capable of executing various functions by being installed with various programs.
[0221] Fig. 10 is a block diagram showing a configuration example of hardware of a computer which executes the
aforementioned series of processings by a program.
[0222] In the computer, a central processing unit (CPU) 501, a read only memory (ROM) 502, and a random access
memory (RAM) 503 are connected to each other by a bus 504.
[0223] The bus 504 is further connected to an input/output interface 505. To the input/output interface 505, an input
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unit 506, an output unit 507, a recording unit 508, a communication unit 509, and a drive 510 are connected.
[0224] The input unit 506 includes a keyboard, a mouse, a microphone, an imaging element and the like. The output
unit 507 includes a display, a speaker and the like. The recording unit 508 includes a hard disk, a nonvolatile memory
and the like. The communication unit 509 includes a network interface and the like. The drive 510 drives a removable
medium 511 such as a magnetic disk, an optical disk, a magneto-optical disk, or a semiconductor memory.
[0225] In the computer configured as described above, the CPU 501 loads, for example, a program recorded in the
recording unit 508 into the RAM 503 via the input/output interface 505 and the bus 504 and executes the program,
thereby performing the aforementioned series of processings.
[0226] The program executed by the computer (CPU 501) can be, for example, recorded in the removable medium
511 as a package medium or the like to be provided. Moreover, the program can be provided via a wired or wireless
transmission medium such as a local area network, the Internet, digital satellite broadcasting or the like.
[0227] In the computer, the program can be installed in the recording unit 508 via the input/output interface 505 by
attaching the removable medium 511 to the drive 510. Furthermore, the program can be received by the communication
unit 509 via the wired or wireless transmission medium and installed in the recording unit 508. In addition, the program
can be installed in the ROM 502 or the recording unit 508 in advance.
[0228] Note that the program executed by the computer may be a program in which the processings are performed
in time series according to the order described in the present description, or may be a program in which the processings
are performed in parallel or at necessary timings such as when a call is made.
[0229] Moreover, the embodiments of the present technology are not limited to the above embodiments, and various
modifications can be made in a scope without departing from the gist of the present technology.
[0230] For example, the present technology can adopt a configuration of cloud computing in which one function is
shared and collaboratively processed by a plurality of devices via a network.
[0231] Furthermore, each step described in the aforementioned flowcharts can be executed by one device or can also
be shared and executed by a plurality of devices.
[0232] Further, in a case where a plurality of processings are included in one step, the plurality of processings included
in the one step can be executed by one device or can also be shared and executed by a plurality of devices.
[0233] In addition, the effects described in the present description are merely examples and are not limited, and other
effects may be provided.
[0234] Still further, the present technology can adopt the following configurations.
[0235]

(1) A sound processing device including a correction unit which corrects a sound pickup signal which is obtained
by picking up a sound with a microphone array, on the basis of directional information indicating a direction of the
microphone array.
(2) The sound processing device according to (1), in which the directional information is information indicating an
angle of the direction of the microphone array from a predetermined reference direction.
(3) The sound processing device according to (1) or (2), in which the correction unit performs correction of a spatial
frequency spectrum which is obtained from the sound pickup signal, on the basis of the directional information.
(4) The sound processing device according to (3), in which the correction unit performs the correction at a time of
spatial frequency conversion on a time frequency spectrum obtained from the sound pickup signal.
(5) The sound processing device according to (4), in which the correction unit performs correction of an angle which
indicates the direction of the microphone array in spherical harmonics used for the spatial frequency conversion,
on the basis of the directional information.
(6) The sound processing device according to (3), in which the correction unit performs the correction at a time of
spatial frequency inverse conversion on the spatial frequency spectrum obtained from the sound pickup signal.
(7) The sound processing device according to (6), in which the correction unit corrects, on the basis of the directional
information, an angle indicating a direction of a speaker array which reproduces a sound based on the sound pickup
signal, in spherical harmonics used for the spatial frequency inverse conversion.
(8) The sound processing device according to any one of (1) to (7), in which the correction unit corrects the sound
pickup signal according to displacement, angular velocity or acceleration per unit time of the microphone array.
(9) The sound processing device according to any one of (1) to (8), in which the microphone array is an annular
microphone array or a spherical microphone array.
(10) A sound processing method including a step of correcting a sound pickup signal which is obtained by picking
up a sound with a microphone array, on the basis of directional information indicating a direction of the microphone
array.
(11) A program for causing a computer to execute a processing including a step of correcting a sound pickup signal
which is obtained by picking up a sound with a microphone array, on the basis of directional information indicating
a direction of the microphone array.
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REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0236]

11 Recording sound field direction controller
21 Recording device
22 Reproducing device
31 Microphone array
32 Time frequency analysis unit
33 Direction correction unit
34 Spatial frequency analysis unit
42 Spatial frequency synthesizing unit
43 Time frequency synthesizing unit
44 Speaker array

Claims

1. A sound processing device, comprising a correction unit which corrects a sound pickup signal which is obtained by
picking up a sound with a microphone array, on the basis of directional information indicating a direction of the
microphone array.

2. The sound processing device according to claim 1, wherein the directional information is information indicating an
angle of the direction of the microphone array from a predetermined reference direction.

3. The sound processing device according to claim 1, wherein the correction unit performs correction of a spatial
frequency spectrum which is obtained from the sound pickup signal, on the basis of the directional information.

4. The sound processing device according to claim 3, wherein the correction unit performs the correction at a time of
spatial frequency conversion on a time frequency spectrum obtained from the sound pickup signal.

5. The sound processing device according to claim 4, wherein the correction unit performs correction of an angle which
indicates the direction of the microphone array in spherical harmonics used for the spatial frequency conversion,
on the basis of the directional information.

6. The sound processing device according to claim 3, wherein the correction unit performs the correction at a time of
spatial frequency inverse conversion on the spatial frequency spectrum obtained from the sound pickup signal.

7. The sound processing device according to claim 6, wherein the correction unit corrects, on the basis of the directional
information, an angle indicating a direction of a speaker array which reproduces a sound based on the sound pickup
signal, in spherical harmonics used for the spatial frequency inverse conversion.

8. The sound processing device according to claim 1, wherein the correction unit corrects the sound pickup signal
according to displacement, angular velocity or acceleration per unit time of the microphone array.

9. The sound processing device according to claim 1, wherein the microphone array is an annular microphone array
or a spherical microphone array.

10. A sound processing method, comprising a step of correcting a sound pickup signal which is obtained by picking up
a sound with a microphone array, on the basis of directional information indicating a direction of the microphone array.

11. A program for causing a computer to execute a processing including a step of correcting a sound pickup signal
which is obtained by picking up a sound with a microphone array, on the basis of directional information indicating
a direction of the microphone array.
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